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FADE IN:

INT. APARTMENT - DAY1 1

We see black dust on the floor being swept into a dust pan 
and then brushed into a bin.

We see boxes overflowing with possessions, suggesting someone 
just moved in.

Paint brushes, canvases, workbooks and paintings rest in the 
corner of the room.

We see Jessica, early twenties, sat before an easel working 
on a painting and drinking tea.

Shots of the clock fade between each other, showing the 
progression of time.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - NIGHT2 2

We see the whole room, much darker now. The apartment has a 
studio layout with kitchen and living area.

A 1990s television playing and Jessica cooking spaghetti 
bolognese in the her dinner.

In a fraction of a second the television flickers to show the 
apartment.

Jessica finishes cooking and reclines in her armchair eating 
and watching the television.

We see the clock ticking becoming slower and slower.

The television again flickers and shows the room with a dark 
figure lurking. The peculiar occurrences go unnoticed as 
Jessica chomps down her meal.

The television flickers again, this time for longer than a 
second.

Jessica puts her food down and moves towards the television, 
it flickers again with the figure getting bigger.

We see the clock no longer ticking, Jessica fiddles with the 
television’s arial to try and solve the flickering.



In an instant a red-skinned demon flashes on the television, 
it’s eyes black and ears pointed. Jessica leaps back from the 
television in fright.

Objects in the room become possessed, books fall off shelves, 
the clock turns backwards, painting materials are thrown 
around the room.

Jessica screaming, runs to the door where the red-skinned 
demon appears in the flesh and blocks her way.

Shrieking hysterically now, Jessica sprints for the Window 
franticly pushing it open she turns to get one leg out, but 
it’s too late. 

The demon stares into Jessica’s eyes, while pulling her back 
into the room.

Jessica burns and rapidly disintegrates and turns to dust.

We see black dust on the floor.

THE END.
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